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NEWSLETTER
Week of June 12, 2023

Dr. Stephen Ferraro Phone: (201) 994-1830
Principal

Mrs. Coyle and Ms. Guider

The students worked so hard this year in Basic Skills, and we are
so proud of all of them. We hope you have a wonderful and safe
summer. Enjoy some time off, and have some fun, but continue
reading and practicing your math facts. IXL and Raz Kids will still

be available over the
summer, so please take
advantage of them. The
town library is another
wonderful resource. They
have leveled books and
lots of fun summer
activities as well. Thank
you for all your help and support at home this year!
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Mrs. Davidson, Ms. Haystrand, Mrs. McKenna, and Ms. Graves

We can't believe it's June and there are only a few days left
of school! This month, we got to run a Special Ed. Field Day
with the Speech Therapists. The children had tons of fun at
each station. They rode on scooters, walked on a curvy
balance beam, practiced jumping forward and down, and
tossed beanbags. They worked hard on a mini obstacle
course, rolling up a ramp and climbing down. We also had a
coloring station, and the students got popcorn on the way
out! We want to thank the safety patrol students who helped
us out.

Ms. Molina

¡Hola a todos! - Hello to all! Kindergarten students are having
fun learning the names of different parts of the body and
playing "Simón dice..." (Simon says...) to practice the
vocabulary. The First Grade students have been introduced to
the names of several classroom objects. Second Grade
students know a few
action verbs, but have
been introduced to
several more and are
enjoying playing games
to practice them. The
Third Grade students are

learning a bit about Central America, particularly
Mexico. Finally, I would like to wish every student and
their family a happy and fun
summer! ¡Hasta luego!
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Ms. Jaworowski

The final weeks of the school year have been busier than usual
in Art class. Kindergarten students took a short break from
working on their Eric Carle-inspired "Mixed-up Chameleon" to

do a special project to help
decorate for their graduation
ceremony. They "painted"
watercolor butterflies using a
baggie, markers, and a spray water
bottle instead of using a traditional
set of watercolor paints. The students had fun with this
technique and the results were spectacular! The First Grade
learned how to blend primary color

oil pastels to make secondary colors on their mixed-up
chameleon. They drew and colored a leafy rainforest

background to give their chameleons a
natural environment. Kindergarten
students also managed to finish up
their chameleon project as well. The
final art project of the year for
Kindergarten and First Grade is
learning how to draw sunflowers, like Vincent van Gogh. What a
great way to kick off the summer! Pre-K
students and students in Ms. Cioffi's
and Ms. Husti's classes created bird
kites to symbolize freedom, using
colors of the Pan African flag in
celebration of Juneteenth. Students
from Ms. Lane's class and Ms. Bush's

class made red, white and blue bird ornaments to show their
patriotism. Once they finished coloring their Romero Britto
patterned dogs, the Second,Third, and Fourth Grade students

began work on self-portraits, using a block
style of drawing to show what they would
look like if they were Lego characters.
Students in Mr. A's class also drew Lego
self-portraits. Meanwhile, Fifth and Sixth
Graders are putting finishing touches on
their realistic, head and shoulder selfies, on
an iPhone template, to show their
understanding of facial proportions. Early
finishers will re-interpret themselves as a
Keith Haring figure jumping for joy, as the
2022-2023 school year draws to a close.
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Ms. Fares

At Lincoln School, the Kindergarten through 3rd Grade
Technology students are sharpening their Math skills. Using
the website mathgames.com, we worked on grade level

skills that we were
familiar with and skills
that we wanted to learn
more about. Then, we
were able to choose
some Math games to
work on. The students
can always go back to
this website to practice
their skills. Mathgames.com gives a large selection of
activities for each grade. We are seeing that Math can

be fun! The students also took time to do some coding with various age appropriate
robots.The 4th through 6th Graders created class trip

scavenger hunts. They will have
the opportunity to try out their
classmates’ scavenger hunts,
and learn about many different
fun locations throughout the
world!

Have a safe and fun summer!

Mrs. Salvatore

Mrs. Salvatore’s Kindergarten class finished their alphabet
books, with colorful illustrations for each letter, along with
letter vocabulary. Hopefully, they will share their books with
their families. They are now learning color words, number
words, and sight words. Grade 1 is almost finished with our
Phonics and Reading Comprehension books. 2nd to 6th
Grade classes are finishing up several interesting units. We
learned so many facts about snakes, sharks, and whales!
Did you know that a long snake can have up to 300-400
pairs of ribs? Or… that

thousands of whales are still being killed each year? Ask
your children about all of the interesting information they
learned this month.

Please have your children visit the town library over the
summer. There are many audio books available to help
them with vocabulary, pronunciation, comprehension, and
listening skills. Have a fun, safe summer!
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Mrs. Morris

Kindergarten and First Grade students enjoyed learning about
and exploring with sand and seashells this week. Grade 2
students finished their year being introduced to the Engineering
Design Process. We enjoyed the story Rosie Revere Engineer, by

Andrea Beatty and learned about
the contributions of real life
engineers! Third Grade pull-out
classes are completing their Tiny
House Unit. Students are studying
how to draw from different
perspectives, as well as
learning/reinforcing the concepts of perimeter and area.
Grade 4 students are ending the
year learning about and educating
each other about famous artists

and their works. Fifth Grade G & T students are finishing up the
year completing logic puzzles and fun building challenges! Finally,
the 6th Grade students finished building and testing their
catapults, they did a fantastic job! It’s hard to believe that summer
is upon us. I would like to wish all of my students a healthy and
happy summer filled with many adventures!

Ms. Domke and Mrs. Morrison

Our students have continued to work hard and challenge
themselves to be the best they can be. We have loved
watching them grow and develop both socially and
academically. The students are actively participating in
lessons and discussions which is contributing to a positive
learning environment. In ELA, we worked on novel studies
for reading, story elements, reading strategies, grammar,
sentence structure, and developing our writing. Students
have been engaged in a variety of
lessons as well as group

discussions. Our students have completed many books this year,
as a class, such as the Junie B. Jones series, the My Weird
School series, Nancy Drew, books by Andrew Clements, and
many more! As a final project, the students are watching the film of
one of the novels we read, and they are comparing and
contrasting the two versions of the story. In Math, the students are
working on volume, algebraic expressions, place value, tally
marks, understanding time and money, 3-D shapes, graphing, and
problem solving. Students are using IXL, Quizizz, Prodigy Math,
Kahoot!, and Blooket to assist in learning. They are enjoying
playing various games which help concept mastery. The students have been working hard
in their daily lessons. We are so proud of them and all of their hard work! We’ve had a great
school year and look forward to September. We hope everyone has a safe and fun summer!
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Ms. Conticello and Ms. Elborki

We are so excited for summer in Speech! Our Preschool
and lower grades have been working on labeling
summer vocabulary words (i.e., beach, pool, sand) to
get us ready to talk to our friends and family about
summer activities! They are also working on taking turns

so that their play skills
will continue to grow
throughout the
summer! Our older
students have been
working on their
speech sounds and auditory comprehension, to expand
our receptive and expressive language skills in the
classroom. Have an amazing summer!

Mr. Fells and Mr. Mazzarisi

Ending out this wonderful year in style; Physical
Education classes re-visited some of the “Top-10”
favorite activities from throughout the school year.
Some favorites included “Over-Under,” “The Pacer
Test,” “Pac-Man Tag,” and “Home Alone!” Mr. Fells
and Mr. Mazz hope everyone has a safe, happy, and
relaxing summer!!!
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